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AVerMedia is selected for Retail Store
in Slovenia
Taipei, Taiwan, September 02, 2009-Harvey Norman is a famous retail chain in Electronics, Computers,
Furniture and bedding in worldwide. Harvey Norman, from Australia is a leading household name in Singapore
and has a prominent international presence with over 215 stores in Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, Slovenia
and Malaysia.
For protecting the safety of new opening retail
store in Slovenia, the store owner chooses
AVerDiGi EH5116 Pro, the 16CH Embedded
Hybrid DVR with rack ears. EH5116 Pro allows
users to randomly assign either IP or Analog
cameras in these 16 channels based on users’
demand. Simultaneously, it also supports up to
5 MegaPixel IP cameras for surveillance need. “With Intelligent GUI design, it takes only a minute more to learn
and navigate it intuitively. As what security guard concern of, it really saves the training time and cost to
operate it,” said Harvey Norman, Slovenia branch owner.

Furthermore, for guaranteeing absolute safety of every corner of convenience stores, the owner also adopts
150 pieces AVerDiGi SF1301 Megapixel IP cameras for providing higher resolution video for surveillance need.
SF1301 not only offers up to 1.3 megapixel (1280x1024) resolution, but also supports 30 fps recording frame
rate and “4” video streams simultaneously with combinations of M-JPEG and MPEG4 video formats. “The picture
quality is amazing, and it’s helpful when we want to check image details,” said the store owner. “This
achievement once again proved AVerMedia’s continuous effort for surveillance market,” said Kelvin Chang,
AVerMedia’s Sales Manager.

EH5116 Pro & SF1301 features
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EH5116 Pro ---------------------------------16 CH Hybrid and Real-Time Standalone DVR
Support 5 MegaPixel IP cameras and IP PTZ
Intelligent GUI design
Powerful remote software integration: CM3000/CM3000 Gold, Remote Console,
WebViewer, PDAViewer and JAVAViewer

 SF1301 ---------------------------------------

Contact Information:

Tel: 886-2-2226-3630
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Up to1.3 Megapixel resolution (1280x1024)

‧
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Max 30 fps recording frame rate
Support 4 video streams simultaneously with M-JPEG & MPEG4 video formats

FAX: 886-2-2226-7073

E-Mail: nvd.sales@avermedia.com For more information: www.avermedia.com

